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Economies of Scale in Agriculture:
A Reecarnination of the Euidence

Yoev K:slEv AND WluIs Pgrsnsox

Prgnented from conducting controlled experiments, the data economists

work with are far from ideal. Measurement erTors abound, imponant vari-

ables are unobserved, not all simultaneiry can be accotutted for, and we

often use stete, regional, or national aggfegates to estimate structural pa-

rameters relating to individual firms or households. As a result, every mea-

flrrement and istimated parameter can be questioned. Confidence is

gained when quandtative results can be corroborated by observations on

independent sets of data an4 paniculerly, by analyses of different asPects

of the same problem. Widr these observations in mind, we reexamine in

this paper the evidence for economies of scale in U.S. agricrulnrre.

Average farm size has grown markedly in the U.S. Between 1929 and

1987, o,rtpot per farm incrcased moFe than six times, and land per farm

expanded ahLst threefold (table l). This long-term growth of farm size

has led people to believe drat lalge farms are more efficient than small

ones. As a risult there appears to be widespread concern that family farms

are an endangercd specre* errcntrnlly to be replaced by large corporale

enterprises. This implies a belief drat drere are economies of scale in U.S.

agnculnre. This belief is criticzlly examined in the PaPer'
For mo$ of gs, "economies of scale in agnorlnrre" mean (l) that the pro-

duction frrnction for the rlPi""l firm in the industry is characterized by in-

creasing rerurns to scale, and (2) that small farms are less efficient than larger

orr.r. W. steft widl dre 6rs;t mezning of dre scale economies and comment

on issues associated wi& size disuibnrtion at the end of the section.

We consider four dimensions of the problem: sources of scale econo-

mies, measurement of thc phenomenorl the implied consequences and ex-

C-omrnents and nrggstions on ptwrous dnfrs of dre plper from-John Andc, Bruce Gerd-

ner, end Vrsent Sulhiine arc arrcfolly adtrrorle{gpd. Errors of fact o1 194-c 
?r.e_our. 
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Tible l0.l Per-farm outpug inpus, and prices

r57

1929 1949 1959 t969 t974 t978 t982 1987

Gross output
Valuc adfu
Land
Femily labor
Hired labor
Prrt-time farming
Machirrcry
Land priccs
Land rcat
Dicscl fuel
Custonr rate
Manufrcnrring
weges

Wage rentel

($loool r 1.2 27.2

6lom1 8.2 20.4
(acres) 157 216
(lebor-ycars) 1.2 |.2
(abor-years) 0.4 0.1
(pereent) 12 23
($1000) 5.1 ll.5
($ pcr acrc) I 19 253
($ per acre)
($ per gallon) - 0.71
(S pcr rre) 16.62 13.91

($ perweek) 165 257
(inder) l0 57

78.6 81.3

47.6 45.9
4,4o4,49

1.0 1.0

0.4 0.5
36 42

39.9 56.3

650 879
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0-84 0.80
18.6i 15.76

,7.2 52.1

24.7 31.2
103 389

l.l l.l
0.5 0.4

3040
26.t 33.2

165 524
54 8l
0.65 0.55

I 1.56 l 1.52

7l.t 7 t.5
,9.7 16.1

m#t
1.0 0.9
0.7 0.6
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'563.4 77.2

935 472
tor 58

l.ll 0.7I
16.12 t2-4'
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78 104 67 83 74 100

Mrc.'All dollar velues in consceat 1987 prices, deflated by the Consumer Pricc I^der Scc rppcadir for dcsaiption
of dete end s(nrlcai 

:
planation of farm size growth. We argue that the scale economies hypothe-
sis can be questioned on both conceprual and statistical glounds, and that
it is not, in general, consistent with historical evidence. Burwe should per-
haps make it clear at the outset that we do not drink drat size never matters.
we do not believe, fior example, that a dairy farm with one cow produces
at the same average cosr as a two hundred-cow operation. what we do
ProPose is that agriculnre is not rypically characterized by increasing re-
nuns at the prevailing size distribution. The paper details this assertion.

Sources

It is a simple tnrism that if the world is exacdy multiplied by two, produc-
tion will elso escdy double (Friedman 196Z). But we er€ nor interested in
the returns to multiplication of every aspect of production. Rather,
changes in scale are changes in the physical dimensions of production
assets and in factor fows, while the environment, entrepreneurship, and
often also managemenr suy the same. Then scale effects are mixed. For
example, it takes less than twice as much material to build a fence around
a 640-acre farm as it does for a 320-acre operation. on the other hand,
increasing management diffiqrlties reduce efficiency as scale expands.
Scale economies in an indusry reflect the sum total of drese effects.

Economies of scale in agriculnre have been atriburcd to indivisibility
of asses. Hayami and Ruaan assert that "the scale economies usually stem
froln the lumpiness or indivisibiliry of 6xed capital" (p. 146). But it is hand
to find long-nur indivisibilities on the farm. Renrrns to scale is a long-
nrn concept, and in the long run the size distributions of machinery land,
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strucrures, irrigation systems, herds, and flocb are condnuous, not
"lumpy." Tiactors and their implements come in a variery of sizes, from
the 8-horsepower hand-driven garden ryp€s to the 35O-horsepower four-
wheel drive behemoths. Other machines also come in a variety of sizes. ln
the few cases where large machines are tfie most efhcient, such as combine
harvesters and cotton pickers, rentel marLes develop.

The human agent may be the most slumpy" input. But in this case the op-
tion of part-time farming on the one hand, and a large operation with hired
Iabor on the other, makes it possible to scale tlre sizc ofthe farm and the labor
ofthe familyto the available managerial abiliry. Weconsiderpart-rime farm-
ing below. At this point we come to the conclusion that among the conven-
tional inputs of land, labor, and capital,long-run indivisibilities should not
be given serious consideration as a source of economies of scale.

In spite of the apparenr lack of indivisibilities, suppose for the sake of
argument that the rypical farm's long-run average total cost curve is U-
shaped. fu the industry adiusts toward the least cost point, scale economies
should be gradually eliminated. At the minimum poing rerurns to scale are
constant. ln other words, rerurns to scale are a temporary phenomenon
(Griliches 1963, p.232). Thking the zum of the coef6cients from a Cobb-
Douglas production function as a measure of scale economies, the value
should converge to one. Yeg as will be shown in the following section, this
has not ocorrred.

fuiother possibiliry is that economies of scale are crcated by reduced
uncertainry due to government intervention in agrictrlnrre (Madden and
Panenheimer 1972, p. 103). However, government has been intervening
since the l9l0s. Adiustrrent should have been completed by now.

ln a dynamic version of the U-shaped cost curve it is hlpothesized that
technological progress results in the production of new and larger ma-
chines that are more efficient than the older and smaller ones. Perhaps this
is what Bieri, deJanvry, and Schmitz (1972) had in mind when they wrote
that "the rate of increase in farm size in the funrre will be determined, to
a large extenq by the rate ar which the machine companies manufacrure
larger and larger equipment" (p. 802). But there is an identification prob-
lem here. Although the dynamic hypothesis is consistent with the observa-
tion that farms and machines have grown in size, and that measured econo-
mies of scale have not declined, it is not consistent with the growth and
continued populariry of part-time farming. Nor is this hypothesis consis-
tent with the observed cessation of the grounh in farm size which occurred
from the mid-1970s to the early 1980s without a corresponding halt to the
progression of new technolory, or the ability to produce still larger ma-
chines. Below we argue that the giro$rh in optimum farm size induced
changes in size of machines, rather than the other way around.

we nrrn now ro size distribution. An'asset" that is clearly 6xed on rhe
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farm, paniorlarly for the family unit, is entrepreneurial abiliry and man-
agement. This fixity raises important economeric issues which are dis-
orssed below. Here we note that even if manag:ement is fixed for the indi-
vidual farm, it varie-s markedly among farrns-. with varying managerial
abiliry, farms will differ in size in an indusry in equilibrium, .i.r, if th"ey all
faced identical inprrt prices and operated on a constanr rerurns production
frrnction. some of them rnay be part-time farms. Here again, 

"r 
*irh *r-

chines, adiusunent should have eliminated dre *.r*.I scale effects, if
farms were not of optimal size (abiliry adiusted) in the past.

Differences in managerial ability are, however, not the only generators
of variation in farm size. Another factor is differences in the pri".r of in-
puts, labor in particular. People with low oppornrniry .ort oi labor-old
farmers, spouses without permanent ernployrnent, regular workers who
draw nonpecuniary rerurns from farming and rural life-may operate rela-
tively small farms, nurny of them part-time operations, which do not reach
optimal size when labor is priced at full cost. In this sense economies of
scale might be said to exist in agnculnrne sven when the industry is in equi-
librium.

can we attribute the phenomenon of part-time farming with the di-
mensions it reaches in modern agriculnrre to the low-cost hypothesis? Be-
tween 1949 and 1969, a period when farm size grew rapidly, the incidence
of part-time farming, as measured by the share of operators working one
hundred days or mone offtheir farms, nearly doubled. In 1987 this figure
was nearly three times larger than in 1929 (table l). Hence rhe lorr-
oppornrnity cost hlpothesis implies that over the last several decades the
share of people willingly accepting relatively low renrrns ro labor grew sig-
nificandy. Moreover, with technological advancement, the share of pur-
chased inputs increased and terms of trade worsened, squeezing out inef-
ficient farms-while part-timing increased. Considering this e-vidence, it
is hard not to come to the conclusion that even if economies of scale exist
in agriculnrre, they are of minor magnirude and significance.

. 
Another type of observed economy of scale, this time transitory arises

when some farmers lag behind the others as the economic environment
changes and optimal farm size is growing. Then operarors who are late to
recognize the changing circumstances produce on suboptimal farms, and
at genuinely high costs. Latecomers may affect measured returns to scale
in the industry, but being ransitory this phenomenon is not an indication
of economies of scale, a long-run static concepr.

Measurement

Several methods have been employed to rest for the existence of scale
economies, including the survival technique, synthetic firm shrdies, and
the sum of the coefficients of cobb-Douglas production functions.
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According to the survival technique (Stigler 1958; Saving 196l), growth
of 6rms in an industry is an indication that largc frrms are more efficient
than small ones; that is, economies of scale exist. However, the application
of this method to agriculnrre is problematic. An implicit assumption of the
method is that economic conditions have not changed. This is not true for
American agriorlnrre. AIso, in this sector the labor input per farm has not
grown (able l). Thus the large increase in size.-n'rot bc dre textbook case

of increasing renrrns to scale.
If both increasing returns and rising cost of labor prerreil, farms mav

grow in size while labor input is reduced (relatively or absolutely). But then
an identification problem arises: urhich was the factor causing grou'th? We
suggest below that changing relative cost of labor, not scale economies,
induced farm growth. Moreover, by th" logic of dre nrrvival technique, the
existence of pan-time farming and partiorlarly the fact drat it increased
during the 1950s and 1960s, suggests the absence of economies of scale
in agriorlnrre.

Synthetic fi.rm snrdies are reviewed by Madden and Partenheimer. The
diffiorlry with these srudies is rhat problems of managemenr and coordina-
tion and differences in skills and abiliry of farmers cannot be appropriately
accounted for. These problems are considered the maior souices-of dis-
economies of scale. Unless they can be taken account oC the measurement
of scale economies by synthetic cost snrdies is meaningless.

Summing the coef6cients of Cobb-Douglas production functions is
probably the most corunon method of measuring scale economies in agri-
orlnrre, although not t}re only method (see Kumbhakar, Biswas, and Bailey
l98l; Hornbaker, Difon, and Sonka 1989; Moschini 1990). To update the
results of previous snrdies we fined an eggregate agriculnrral production
function to U.S. data for rhe census years 7978,1982, and 1987. To ensure
comparabiliry with the earlier snrdies.we utilized as much as possible the
original Griliches (196+) specification and the Cobb-Douglas form. With
five inpua (fifteen variables) and only forry-eight observations, the out-
come of the more general translog form carmot be relied upon. The results
are presented in table 2.

A zummary of the sum of coef;ficiens for the census years 1949 to 1987
obtained from previous srudies and from table 2 is shown in table l. The
Davis snrdy (1979) also followed the Griliches speciEcation.

With the exception of 1964, rhe sum of coefficienrs averaged in the
neighborhood of l.J from 1949 through 1974, wirh no discernible trend.
The 1978-82-87 sums are almost identical to the earlier estimates. Thus
there is no evidence to suggest thar tIe sum of coefficienrs is converging
to one. The remarkable thirg about these results is that the sum of coeffi-
cients is relatively consulnt and larger than one during the entire lg4g-87
period. This includes the time when farm size grew rapidly-1949-1974,
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Tible 10.2 Production frnctions

l6l

INPI'TS 1978 1982 1987

Lend rnd buildings
Labor
Machinery
Fertilizcr rnd chemicals
Other
R:
Sum of coefficiens

0.r01 (2.61)

0.267 (5.17)
0.21l (3.75)

0.274 (e.24)
0.427 (14.5)
0.977
1.30

0.1l0 (2.25)

0.270 (4.s2)
0.272 (3.2e)
0.206 (7.00)

0.427 (10.9)
0.962
129

0.r28 (1.71)

0.2re (1.70)
0.150 (2.7e)

0.272 (9.06\
0.52 r (13.7)
0.971

1.29

Nore: Figures in prrendrescs lre t-ratios. Sec rppendir fior desciptim ofvrriablcs.

Tlble 10.3 Summaryof findingp

Sum of
coefficients

Ferm size
(acres)

Wrge-rental
rado

(1987= 100)

Griliches (1964)
Davis (1979)

Tiblc 2

1949-5+59
t964
1969

1974
I978
1982
1987

2 l6-242-101
3s2
189

m
++9
m
46t

56-70-78
89

104

67

83

74

100

r.2 8

l.l8
1.28

1.28

1.29

1.29

1.30

when farm size was relarively stable, 197+-1982, and when farm size grew
modesdy, 1982-1987. If the sum of the coefficients is an indicator of scale
economies, one would erpect it to be larger when farm size greu/ rapidly
than when it did not. whatever the sum of coefficients is picking op, it
does not appeer to be measuring economies of scale.

The findings of scale economies reported in ubles 2 and J as well as
similar results from previous sildies can be questioned on the grounds that
the inabiliry to measure managemenr causes the sum of coefficiens ro be
hiased upwand. Unlike the labor input that can in principle be measured
correcdy, management is urobservable. In general, one may erpect man-
agement to be complementary ro most other inpus-an operator with
greater ability can menege a larger operation. Thus management is corre-
lated with size, and economies of scale will tend to be overestimated. Other
unobserved 6xed factors have a similar effect on the estimates. The follow-
ing analysis of this issue is due to Mundlak (1968); it was later expanded
byMnndlak and Hoch (1965), and by Hoch (1962).It is recapinrlated here
in some deuil because of its importance.

Let the 6rm (farm) production firnction be

Year
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Y = F(X, M\, (l)

where I': outpug
X : t vector of observable inputs, and
M : firm-specific factors, managemeng or other fixed factors.

In general M is rmobserved and not measured. The estimated production
firnction is then,

Y = KX). (2)

With the specifcation in equation (2), firms are on differcnt functions-
each according to ia M value.

Bener environmenal conditions, more productive soil, superior loca-
tion, as well as bener management-are all reflected in higher (often un-
observed) frm-specific factors. Consequendy, complemenrariry prevails
between the firm-specific factors and other inputs. fu a result, total inputs
(obsened plus unobserved) will be underestimated on large farms relative
to small farms, biasing regression coefiEcients, and giving the appearance
that large farms are more efficient than small ones.

Given panel data and assuming that the farm-specific effects are con-
st lnt over the period of observation, the bias can be eliminated if, instead
of ordinary least squares (oLS) estimates of the pooled firnction, a corari-
ance anallrcis is employed; that is, if firm dummy variables are included in
the analpis. ln covariance analysis the regression is estimated not from
the original observations, but from deviations from the firm means. If, as
assumed, M is constang the deviations are all zeros and all firms are on
the same function. The estimated coefficients are then unbiased "u'irhin'
6rm estirnates.

Hoch (1962) sumrnarized six prwious snrdies that had rcponed both
OLS and analysis of corariance of farm level production functions. In all
six cases the sum of the coefficients in the covariance analysis was less than
85 percent of the zum calculated from the oLS estimates, and in all cases
the zum was smaller than one. In his own analysis of dairy farms, reported
in the same paper, Hoch found that covariance analysis reduced the sum
of coefficients to levels smaller tian one for ten samples of farms produc-
ing milk for market. He found, hourever, increasing renrrns to scale (and

!gh.t sums of coefficients) forrwo samples of dairies producing for manu-
facnrring. To our lnowledge this is the only .eponed evidenci of covari-
ance analysis increasing the zum of the coefificients, and the only case in
*H!! increasing renuns were found with covariance analysis.

when farm-level date are not used, agriorlnrral production functions
are usually estimated for the average farm in a state, a region, or a counrry.
Random aggregation within regions cancels out farm-specifc effects and
eliminates the associated specificetion biases. However, regions are also
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characterized by regional-speciEc effecs, such as soil, climate, or eco-
nomic circumstances, and in samples of individud farms coming from dif-
ferent regrons, the regional effecrc have to be accounted for. Agrirr, orr.
way to do it is to include regional dummy variables in the regressions. Fail-
ure to include such dummies, failure to accounr for the region-specific ef-
fecs, resuls in specification biases. These specification-biases are eug-
mented by regional aggregation. Hence the bias in the estimated ro*r of
the coefficients in Cobb-Douglas functions is likely to be more serious
when the observations are regional or counry averages than when they are
farm-level data (Kislev 1966).

since soil, climate, and other growing conditions differ among the
states, one would expect the sum of coefficients ro be biased up*ard. For
an additional test of this hypothesis we conducted a covariance analysis for
the intercountry productiviry estimates of Hayami and Ruaan irqas).
They forurd increasing renrrns to scale for the developed countries in their
sample and constant neturns for the developing countries^.We recalculated
their regression for the developed countries (Q2l in their table 6-2) but
with counrF dummies. The sum of the coefficients was l.JZ0 without the
dummies znd 1.O77 with the dummies. The latter slun was not significantly
different from I (the standard error of the sum was 0.119). L anothei
smdy, Capalbo (1988) reporrc decreasing rerurns to scale (A, :0.g) from
an aggr€gare agrinrlnrral production function esrimated by oLS from
time series data. However, the data employed in this snrdy were aggreg"re
outpur and inpus rather than per-farm observations. Consequentty, no*-
ing can be said about scale economies from tiese results. Scale economies
relate to the size of the 6rm, not ro the size of the indusry.

Before leaving this section, a caveat should be added about covariance
anallais. In general, random errorr in the measurement of the observed
variables qruie underestimation of the regression coefificients. Griliches
(1985) shows that covariance analysis may exacerbate the effect of mea-
surement errors. By giving up "benreen" variability we nur into the danger
of incre"esing the "niise tL signal" ratio. For our d.iscussion of economies
of scale, this possibiliry is particularly worrying-empirical observations
alt never error free. The message here is, again, that one cannot rely on a
single source of evidence. continuing with th. r,r*.y of evidenc., o,L *
now to the eramination of the consequences of scde economies.

Consequenc.es

Renrrns to scale, if they acnrally exist in agriculnrre, affect signifcantly
both the economics of agriculnrre and our uirderstending of thJfa.- r."-
tor. fu long as the sources of the phenomenon are not clearly defined, the
term ccototnis of scak, just like tccbnical cbonge, is, in a sense, a name for our
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ignorance. To see how ignorant, consider the following. Benreen 1929 and
1987 gross output per farm in the U.S. increased 6.4-fold (table 1). If in-
puts were all accounted for and perfecdy measured, and consrant rerurns
to scale prevailed, inputs also would have increased 6.4 times and output
per unit of input would have remained constant. If, in fact, the agriculnrral
production function is homogeneous of degree 1.3, then the input growth
necessary to achieve a 6.4-fold growth in output would have been 4.2 in-
stead of 6.4 (4.2t't = 6.4). [n other wonds, over one-third of the increase in
per-farm output would be left unexplained [(6.4 - 4.2)/6.4: 0.35]. fu a

degree of homogeneiry 1.3 is a very large number.
Economies of scale also affect the disribution of the rerurns to the fac-

tors of production. I( again, the production function is homogeneous of
degree 1.3, and inputs are paid the value of their marginal products
(WIPs), the sum total of paymenr to all factors will be $1.10 for each
dollar of output (Euler's theorem). If, howwer, land and management con-
strain the size of the farm, and all other factors are purchased freely on the
market (including own labor which can also be regarded as "purchased" in
a free market), then prices will equal \&[Ps for the purchased inpua-
land and management becoming the residual claimants. By the estimates
of table 2, in which management is not induded, the production elasticiry
of land (its factor share) is 0.12. It follows that the purchased inpua receive
0.88 x $1.10 : $1.14 for each dollar of output. This leaves land with a

negative return. Of course, such an outcome is implausible. Land rents and
land prices have not been zero (table 1).

Dynamic consideration can, however, be used to explain positive land
values in the face of negztive residual returns. If scale economies are
viewed as a temporary diseqnilibrium, then as farms grow to a size suffi-
ciendy large to capurc all scale economies so that constant returns prevail,
the residual renrrn to land will at this point become positive. Given a suf-
ficiendy low rate of interesg the discounted present value of these positive
funrre returns also could be positive. However, this argument does not ex-
plain the positive land rents which prevailed throughout the period. Nor
does it explain the apparent inabiliry of land buyers to revise rheir expecu-
tions after decades of allegedly negative residual renrrns to land. A realize-
tion that increasing returns Erere not temporary should have led to a de-
crease in real land prices during the 1970s, but just the opposite occurred.
Changes in infationary expectations, along with changes in real rates of
interesg appear to have had a larger impact on real land prices during the
1970s and 1980s rhan changes in expectations regarding the attainment of
a constznt remrns-to-scale equilibrium. A likely reason is that land buyers
and sellers did not perceive a disequilibrium. Nor is there any evidence in
the land market literanrre of the exisrence of such a disequilibrium.
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Farm Groqnh

The major consequence atrributed to economies of scale is growth of farm
size. And indeed American farms grew signiEcantly up to the mid 1970s
(table l). However, economies of scale are not the onl/ force driving farm
grounh. In an earlier paper we presented an alternative explanation,
namely, that capital intensity and farm size are determined by the price
ratio between labor and machinery (Kislev and Peterson 1982). For farm-
ing, the price of labor is the alternative earning oppornrnities outside agri-
culnrre (uble l). The cost of machinery is harder to measure. Theoreri-
cally it is the rental price. In agriculnrre, a renral market for machinery
services exists in the form of cusrom work for hire. We, therefore, mea-
sured the cost of machinery services as the real value of custom rates in
combine harvesting of wheat.

From 1929 to 1974 rcal cusrom rates declined. The increase in qualiry
of machines and the decrease in the real cost of energy likely were im-
porgnt factors contributing to this decline. At the same rimepthe oppornr-
nity cost of farm labor increased causing the wage to rental rario to in-
crease even more (table l). These relative price changes provided farmers
with an incentive to incrcase tfie amount of machinery on farms, enabling
the family farm to cultivate a larger amount of land and in order to main-
tain pariry income gro$'th with the nonfarm sector. Similarly, operators of
Iivestock enterprises were able to enlarge their herds and flocks due to a
higher capital intensiry. In our paper vimrally all of the growth in farm size
over the period 1930-70 is explained by the model without reference to
"economies of scale" or "technological change." The increase in real non-
farm earnings provided an incentive for many farmers to leave agnculnrre
for alternative ocorpations. The 'pull" effecr of higher nonfarm wages
appears to have dominated the "push" effect of lourcr machine costs
(Peterson and Kislev 1982). In nrrn, off-farm migration increased the
land available to each remaining farmer. Seen from rhis perspective, as
urban wages rise, farmers are induced to either move to town, or in the
case of those that remain full-time farmers, to increase the amount of re-
sources at their command to keep income in pariry with alternative occu-
pations.

During the 1970s history extended our experimenr in a new direction
and provided new evidence when the wage to rental ratio sharply declined
(table l). fu is shown in table 3, there is a strong correlation between
changes in the wage-rentel ratio and changes in farm size. From 1949 to
1969 the wage-renrel ratio steadily increased, along with farm size. Coin-
ciding with the energy crisis in the mid 1970s, the wage-rental ratio exhib-
ited a sharp decrease. At the same time, growth in farm size abruptly

165
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stopped. Average farm size remained relatively constant over the next ten
years. During the mid 1980s the wage-rental ratio resumed its upward
trend. The latest Egures show a resumprion of the grounh in farm size
during this time.

[n general, the wage-rental ratio provides a better explanation for
changes in farm size, and a better predictor of these changes, than the sum
of coefficiens, which exhibited no decline towand uniry when farm size
growth ceased.

Because farms ane operated by , constant amount of quality adjusted
labor, much of the increased machinery input has taken the form of larger
machines, although new machines such as tomato and fruit harvesters and
cotton pickers, also have been developed. Technologcally, large machines
could have been built a long time ago, and indeed, they were; take earth
moving equipmeng for example.In fact, the 6rst four-wheel-drive tracrors
were assembled by farmers in the I950s, so widespread and simple was the
technology. Only afterwards did the machinery companies produce these
large tractors. Here, as in other cases, the companies reacted to economic
changes once theywere reflected in demand. The decision of manufacrurers
to build larger machines is not an exogenous factor determining farm size.

One might argue that the U.S. income tax law, which taxed the earnings
from capital at lower rates than earnings from labor through investrnent
credis and accelerated depreciation, promoted the grou.th of large capital-
intensive farms. This may be tnre, although Batte and Sonka (1985) repoft
that increasing marginal income tax rates reduced the advantages of large-
scale farms. To the extenr that the income tax law reduced the price of
capital relative to that of labor, it would, according to our farm size model,
have contributed to the increase in farm size. But unless the tax law contin-
ued to lower the price of capial, it would have resulred in a once and for
all change in equilibrium farm size, not a conrinued increase.

Farm mechanization can be viewed as a process of induced innovation.
Changing factor prices for agnorlnrre, including the price of energy, in-
duced the machine companies to produce more efificient and larger ma-
chines. These changes also induced agriculnrral research to produce ap-
propriate biological and chemical technologies. Changes in factor prices
induced the suppliers of factors and technology to innovate. An alternative
view, that innovations occurred on the farm, which in nrrn increased the
demand for machinery even at higher real prices, cannot be supported by
any evidence that we lmow of (Kislev and Peterson l98l).

Concluding Remarks

We have conducted a multidimensional examination of the hypothesis that
agriculnrral production is characterized by increasing rerurns to scale and
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6nd drat it is not supported by the evidence. 'we focused on general uends:
determinants of average farm size and its growth. our conclusion does not
deny the possibility that economies of scale exist in certain r)?es of farms
or periods, but that such economies do not explain overall gmrrth in unit
size in agriculnrre. Of course, at a point in time farm size will efibit sub-
stantial variation around the mean because of differences in managerial
ability among farmers (Sumner and Leiby 1987). The better the manager,
the largcr the output drat minimizes average total cost.

we found again thatthe evidence suppors dre hypothesis that farm size
is endogenously determined by the wage rental ratio as it affecs machinery
on farms and farm size. Since labor per farm has been relatively constant,
deepening capital intensity has taken the form of larger machinery. fu al-
wa)Tr some farmers are earlier adopters of larger machines; others follow
widr a lag. Statisticd estimates and qmthetic anallris may then indicate
returns to scale as the latecomers close the gap. But short-nm disequilibria
should nor be confused with scale economies, which is a static concept to
be viewed in a long-run context after adjustrnent has rtur its course.

Discarding economies of scale as an explanation of firm growth elimi-
nates a lacuna in our understanding of the economics of the farm sector.
At the same time, the discussion highlights an old-new puzde: what are
the economic, technological, and instinrtional factors that support the
family unit as the dominant form of organization and maintain it through
periods of large economic and technical change? The solution to this
puzzle will do much to improve our undersanding of the strucEure of agri-
culture.

Appendix

Data Sources and Definitions for Thble I
Unless otherwise noted, all references are published by the Crovernment
Printing Of6ce in Washington.

Gnss oatpat: cash receipts from farming plus value of home consump-
tion from Agnaitural Statistics (respective years). In all cases, number of
farms are from Agriaittral Statistio.

valae addz* gross output less feed, seed, livestock, fertilizer, and mis-
cellaneous expenses from Agriatlntral Statistio (rcspective years).

I-on& acres per farm from the furiculnral Census (respective years).
Family bbor: number of family laborers per farm as reported ^ Ag-

riairural sutistics (1957 , 1967 , 1984) adjusted for quality (income by years
of schooling completed for rural males, ag:es 2fr4, as reported by the
1980 csTrsrc of Populatioz, was multiplied by the proportion of rural farm
males in each schooling category and summed). The resulting weighted
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averages for the census years 1940-80 were then utilized to consrrucr a

labor qualiry index, 1980 : 100. The labor qualiry indexes for the other
four census years are as follows: 1940,80; 1950, 82; 1960, 86;1970,93.
The 19,10 qualiry index is used to adjust the 1929 labor 6gure, while the
1970 index was used to adiust the 1969 and 1974 figures. The 1980 index
of 100 was applied to the 1978 and 1987 6gures.

Hired bbor: data source and quality adiustment procedure are r-he same
as for family labor.

Part-thnefanning: proportion of farm operators working 100 days or
more offthe farm as repofted by the Censas of Agnaiture (1929, 1949,
1959, 197 4, 1978, 1987).

Macbinery.'stock of machines on farms obtained by summing the value
of shipments over the preceding fifteen years, each year deflated by the
CPI. Data sources: Suti*ical Absraa (1928) and Agriathural Statistics (re-
spective years).

I-afld price: value of land per acre, excluding building:, as reported by
U.S. Departrnent of Agriculnrre, Economic Research Service, "Farm Real
Estate Historical Series Data," Statistical Bulletins 520 (1973\ and 738
(1985), and Agncultural Statistics (1988).

I-arrd wat: cash rent per acre of cropland, 1969-82, in the following
eight midwestern stetes: Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri. Data source: USDA" ERS and ESCS, Form
Real Ertate Markd Danelopments (1972, 1977, 1981, 1985, 1989). Rental
data for these states are not available prior to 1967. The 1959 figure was
estimated by the following procedure: Bun (1986) repors a rental 6gure
of $17 peracr€ forlllinois in 1959. His 1969 6gure forlllinois is $30 per
acre. The corresponding 6gure of 1969 for the eight midwesrern states is
$25 per acre, or 83 percent of the Illinois rent. We tJrerefore estimated the
1959 rent for the eight stetes as 0.83 x $17 : $14 in current year prices,
or $54 in constant 1987 prices. Figures for 1987 are from USDA, ERS,
Agriculnrral Land Values and Markers: Outlook and Sitaation Report (June
le88).

Diesel fucl: data source: Agriaitaral Statistics (1953, 1963, 1973, 1977,
1981, 1988). Figure far 1949 is price of distillate.

&stotn rzte: charge per acre of custom harvesting of wheat in Kansas.
The 1929 6gure is from Reynoldson et. al. (1928). The 1949 rate is from
Friesen, et al. (1953). The remaining custom rates are from an annual pub-
Iication, I{onsas Cwtan Rates (1970, 1975,1980, 1989), published by the
Kansas Crop and Livestock Reporting Service.

Manafacadng t ages: gross weekly earnings in manufacnrring as re-
ported in the fuononic Repon of the Praidott (1969,1990).

Manufacnrring wages divided by custom rare, expressed as an index,
1987: 100.
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Description of Production Function Variebles

All variables are measured on a per-farm basis.
Otpat: sales plus value of home consumption plus inventory change

plus government program payments. The sales figures are from the Cezsar
of Agnaiare (respective years). Figures other than sales are from USDA"
ERS, fuonontic Indicaton of tbe Fann Seoor (1988). AII values are in constent
1977 pnces. Each stete's output was defated by, weighted average USDA
price index for livestock and crops with weigtrts equal to the proportion of
livestock and crop outpur in each state.

Irrrd and baiWiagr.. value from Cszrrar ofAgriainre (respective years)
deflated state by state by the land and buildinp price index, with each state
equal to 100 n 1977.

I-abor: operator plus hired labor from the Cnns of Agriarltttre. Opera-
tor labor was adiusted for proportion of farmers working two hundred or
more days off the farm. Hired labor was converted to days by dividing by
the farm-wage rate fromAgricalnral Statistics. In the lgSQCezzs of popub-
tion, differences among srares in the educational level of farm people are
negligible. Hence, adjusting labor for qualiry differences had no effect on
the coefficients.

Mubinay; annual depreciation from 'Farm Income Data: A Historical
Perspective," usDA, ERS, statistical Bullain 14$ (Mey 1986), deflated by
custom rate price index for combine harnesting of wheat in Kansas.

Fettiliza and chetnicols: value from Cansus of Agriaintrz (respective
years), deflated by the USDA fertilizer price index.

otbcr all other production expenses from ccnnr of Agriilltun (respec-
tive years), deflated by the USDA farm and moror supplies price inder AII
price indexes, except custom rares, are from Agriailruralsrzrrsa'a.
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